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 My product is an album,Got It Made, by Kev King. Kev King is a Hip Hop and R&B art-

ist from Stamford, CT and is signed to M.W.S Records. His album will include twelve mastered 

tracks, totaling 48 minutes. After comparing TuneCore and ReverbNation as an online digital 

distributor. The aggregator that is a best fit to handle Kev Kings online distribution is ReverbNa-

tion. On ReverbNations homepage it is stated that ReverbNation is the “Home to Over 3.21 Mil-

lion Musicians, Venues, Labels and Industry Professionals.”(ReverbNation,2013) 

 Kev Kings aggregator, ReverbNation, is the best fit to handle his online distribution over 

others such as TuneCore because of there credibility, features, and price per package. According 

to ReverbNation- United By Music (2013), Our wide array of distribution and promotional solu-

tions provide the hands-on tools and actionable insights that allow musicians and industry pro-

fessionals to reach their goals in an increasingly complex music world. We operate worldwide 

with customers on every continent. The features that ReverbNation offers its customers unlike 

TuneCore are venue opportunities such as booking artists and bands to the right venue to reach 

the right fans as well as label,management, promotion and fan opportunities.(ReverbNation, 

2013)M.W.S Records believes that TuneCore is reliable for their online distribution, but feels 

that ReverbNation gives you more bang for your buck.

 The services that are offered as an independent content creator are a ReverbNation Pro 

package for maximum exposure, ReverbNation Essentials package, and a Freemium package. 

The pro package includes 40+ stores and is $59.95 a year with unlimited access to aggregators 

and online distributors. The Essentials package includes 30+ stores and is 34.95 a year with ac-

cess to minimal aggregators and online distributors. Both packages include built in marketing 

tools, free trending reports, and sales reported to SoundScan.(My Releases,2013) Each digital 
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subscription fee is charged yearly and the subscription will only be renewed automatically if 

your release is in a retail store. (ReverbNation Digital Distribution FAQ, 2013).  In comparison 

to TuneCores rates starting at $29.99 the first year for album distribution and then $49.99 each 

following year, this includes 100% of your music sales, you get to keep all your rights, you can 

sending your album of 2 songs or more to all stores, you get daily sales trend reports, monthly 

music sales reports and custom cover art, if needed.(TuneCore Index Pricing,2013) Kev King 

would rather pay the extra $9.96 a month for all of the features that ReverbNation has to offer.

 According to ReverbNation Digital Distribution FAQ (2013), ReverbNation users with a 

management, label, or artist account are eligible for digital distribution. Kev King has registered 

with ReverbNation as an artist giving him access to different packages to distribute his music. 

ReverbNation will distribute the album to online retailers such as iTunes(US, Aus/

NZ,Canada,UK/Europe, Japan, Mexico) Google Play, Amazon MP3, Spotify, eMusic, Last.Fm, 

Zune(Musiwave), Rhapsody, and Myspace music. These online retailers set the price for the 

product. Tracks are usually sold for $0.99, while full length releases are sold for $9.99. ( Re-

verbNation Digital Distribution FAQ, 2013)

 What I found interesting about ReverbNation is that you are not giving away any rights, 

you are just giving away the non-exclusive rights to submit music to digital retailers. According 

to ReverbNation Digital Distribution FAQ (2013), In order for you to submit music on Reverb-

Nation you must own the rights, or have been given explicit permission by the rights owner to 

distribute your music on ReverbNation. ReverbNation does not take any percentage of the roy-

alties that are earned. (ReverbNation Digital Distribution FAQ, 2013) 
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